Abstract-We investigate the effects of multi-user diversity in a spectrum sharing system where secondary users restrictively utilize a spectrum licensed to primary users only if interference perceived at primary users is regulated below a predetermined level. This interference regulation affects the characteristics of multiuser diversity gains previously known in non-spectrum sharing systems. Our numerical and analytical results show that the multiuser diversity gain in a spectrum sharing system increases differently according to conditions given by the transmit power of secondary users, P , and a predetermined interference temperature, Q -if P is sufficiently larger than Q, the multiuser diversity gain in terms of capacity scales like log 2 (W (Ns)) similarly to a previously known scaling law in the non-spectrum sharing systems, where W(·) and Ns denote a Lambert W function and the number of secondary transmitters, respectively. However, the scaling law of multiuser diversity gain becomes log 2 (Ns) as P becomes sufficiently larger such that P QNs.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A N exclusive assignment of frequency spectrum in radio communications causes spectral inefficiency because users rarely utilize all the assigned frequency spectrum at a certain time and a specific location as shown in the measured data [1] - [3] . This observation motivated a spectrum policy task force (SPTF) to develop a new concept of spectrum sharing to improve spectral efficiency and mitigate the shortage of the available frequency spectrum. In a spectrum sharing system, secondary users are allowed to utilize the spectrum licensed to primary users only if interference caused by the secondary users is regulated below a predetermined level. The maximum allowable interference level at the primary users' receiver is called interference temperature [1] and guarantees reliable operation of the primary users regardless of secondary users' spectrum utilization. This spectrum sharing mechanism based on the interference temperature is a more aggressive cognitive radio (CR) technique, compared to the CR technique Based on promising applications of spectrum sharing systems in future radio communications, there have been active studies on spectrum sharing systems [7] - [9] . Capacity in the absence of channel fading is analyzed in [7] and [8] when received interference power at a primary user is constrained. Fading effects on capacity of a spectrum sharing system are analyzed by using Rayleigh and Nakagami fading models when there exist multiple primary users [9] . In an analytical point of view, multiple primary receivers result in lower interference temperature compared to a single primary user case.
On the other hand, multiple secondary transmitters raise new issues related to (secondary) user scheduling and medium access control. It is well known that opportunistic selection of a user for transmission achieves a multiuser diversity gain owing to fluctuations of fading channels [10] . For nonspectrum sharing environments, there have been many studies on characterizing the multiuser diversity gains [11] - [17] . Downlink multiuser diversity in a single cell is analyzed for a large number of users in [11] - [13] . The effects of imperfect channel side information on multiuser diversity are evaluated in [14] and [15] . Choi et al. [16] and Kim et al. [17] studied the impact of interfering signals on multiuser diversity by considering multiple antennas and multiple cells. The major lessons from these previous studies are that the multiuser diversity gain in terms of capacity grows as log 2 (ln(N s )) for Rayleigh channel fading in a single cell system without interference, where N s denotes the number of users in the system, and larger fluctuations of interference signals can increase the gain.
The characteristics of multiuser diversity may be different from those in spectrum sharing systems because interference regulation affects the selection of secondary users for transmission. However, there has been no work on the multiuser diversity gain in a spectrum sharing environment. Based on this motivation, we investigate the effects of multi-user diversity in a spectrum sharing system where multiple secondary users restrictively utilize a licensed spectrum.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a system model is described. In Section III, we mathematically analyze the achievable capacity of a spectrum sharing system with opportunistic scheduling. The asymptotic approximation of capacity in the high power region is also derived. In Section IV, our problem formulation and numerical analysis are extended to a case where there exist multiple primary receivers. In Section V, numerical and Monte-Carlo simulation II. SYSTEM MODEL We consider a spectrum sharing communication system where N s secondary transmitters utilize a spectrum licensed to a primary user, as shown in Fig. 1 . In the spectrum sharing system, any data transmission of secondary transmitters resulting in a higher interference level than an interference temperature at the primary user is not allowed. The interference temperature Q represents the maximum allowable interference power level at the primary user. The channel gains from the i-th secondary transmitter to the primary receiver and to a target secondary receiver are denoted by α i and β i , respectively. They are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) exponential random variables with unit mean in independent Rayleigh fading channels. This unit mean simplifies mathematical analysis, while other mean values capture the effect of propagation path loss [9] . It is also assumed that all the secondary transmitters have the perfect information of interference channel gains, α i . The secondary transmitters are able to obtain the information by direct feedback from the primary receiver [9] or indirect feedback from a third-party such as a band manager which mediates between the primary and secondary users [18] . As an alternative to the feedback schemes, the secondary transmitters can obtain the information through periodic sensing of pilot signal from the primary receiver assuming the channel reciprocity [19] . Despite the burden on the primary users, spectrum sharing based on the interference temperature can improve spectral efficiency more aggressively than other cognitive radio techniques [20] .
In the spectrum sharing system, all the secondary transmitters which want to transmit data to the target secondary receiver sound the interference channel α i , and compute the maximum allowable transmit power P tx i according to α i to satisfy the interference temperature constraint at the primary user. Then, each secondary transmitter reports its transmit power P tx i to the secondary receiver so that the secondary receiver selects the best secondary transmitter in terms of the received signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR)
where σ 2 is the variance of white Gaussian noise. Interference from primary users is not considered. Even though this paper ignores the detailed operation and protocol between primary transmitters and primary receivers as done in other papers [7] - [9] , the interference from primary transmitters can be translated into the noise term under an assumption that interference from the primary transmitters follows a white
III. ACHIEVABLE CAPACITY OF A SPECTRUM SHARING SYSTEM WITH OPPORTUNISTIC USER SELECTION
A secondary transmitter uses its maximum allowable power within its peak power constraint while satisfying the interference temperature requirement perceived at the primary user. That is, a secondary transmitter allocates its peak power for transmission if the interference temperature is satisfied with its peak power. Otherwise, it adaptively adjusts its transmit power to the allowable level so that the interference perceived at the primary receiver is maintained as a given interference temperature level Q. Correspondingly, the transmit power of the i-th secondary transmitter is given by
where P represents the peak power of secondary transmitters. The adjusted power of the i-th secondary transmitter is used for sending data to a target secondary receiver. Thus, the received SNR at the target secondary receiver is given by
where the variance of white gaussian noise is set to be one for simplicity of analysis so that P and Q can also be considered as the transmit SNR and interference temperature-to-noise power ratio, respectively. Let Y = Qβ i and Z = α i in Eq. (2). Then, the probability density function (PDF) of the received SNR at the secondary receiver from the i-th secondary transmitter is obtained as
and the cumulative density function (CDF) of γ i is given as
Then, the secondary receiver selects a secondary transmitter with the best channel quality among N s secondary transmitters. The received SNR of the selected secondary transmitter γ max is obtained as
and its PDF is given by
Using Eq. (6), the overall average achievable capacity is obtained by
We need to rely on a numerical evaluation of Eq. (7) because a closed form is not available. However, it is difficult to fully understand the effects of main parameters such as P , Q, and N s on the capacity by a numerical evaluation. Thus, we asymptotically analyze the capacity to understand the effects of such parameters in spectrum sharing environments on the multiuser diversity gain.
A. Asymptotic Analysis in the High Power Region
In the low power region where P Q, it is obvious that the effect of interference temperature Q disappears because the probability Pr α i > Q P , in Eq. (1) is negligible. Thus, we focus on the high power region where the effect of Q is distinct.
Theorem 1: For P Q, the average achievable capacity is approximated as
as N s goes to infinity. Proof: For the high power region where P Q, the PDF and CDF in Eqs. (3) and (4) are approximated, respectively, as
where the approximations come from ignoring Pr α i ≤ Q P in Eq. (2), using the Taylor's series of e − Q P , and taking the smallest order of Q P by neglecting higher order terms. From the extreme value theory [22] , [23] , it is known that γ max = max 1≤i≤Ns γ i converges to l Ns when N s is sufficiently large because
and l Ns is obtained as
where W(·) denotes a Lambert W function [24] and the approximation in Eq. (11) comes from the fact that P Q. Therefore, as N s goes to infinity, the capacity in Eq. (7) is approximated as Eq. (8).
Theorem 1 indicates that the multiuser diversity gain in terms of capacity in a spectrum sharing environment grows as log 2 (W(N s )) in the high power region.
Theorem 2: For P N s Q, the average achievable capacity is approximated as
as N s goes to infinity. Proof: As the transmit power P becomes much higher, i.e., P N s Q, the Lambert W function is approximated as W
Correspondingly, the capacity C H 1 in Eq. (8) can be reapproximated as
Theorem 2 shows an interesting result that the capacity in multi-user spectrum sharing environments grows like log 2 (N s Q) as the transmit power becomes much larger such that P N s Q. It becomes more difficult to satisfy the interference regulation for a primary user when the transmit power of secondary transmitters is very high. Correspondingly, selection of a secondary transmitter is much more affected by the interference channels from secondary transmitters to the primary user rather than data channels from secondary transmitters to the target secondary receiver. Thus, the selection of a secondary transmitter is focused on selection of a secondary transmitter with the lowest interference channel in this very high power region. By selecting a secondary user with the lowest interference channel, a chance to use higher power for transmission to the target secondary receiver increases. Specifically, let α min = min 1≤i≤Ns α i denote the lowest interference channel. Then, α min is exponentially distributed with mean 1 Ns , as shown in Appendix, which allows an increase in the transmit power by N s in average and yields a capacity increase at a rate of log 2 (N s ). As a result, the scaling law of capacity changes, as shown in Theorem 2.
IV. EXTENSION TO MULTIPLE PRIMARY RECEIVERS
In this section, we extend our results to a spectrum sharing environment with multiple primary users. Thus, there are N p primary users and N s secondary users and hence each secondary transmitter has N p interference channels denoted by
Then, the transmit power of the i-th secondary transmitter is determined by
where Q j represents a given interference temperature for the j-th primary receiver andα i is defined asα i max 1≤j≤Np
αi,j Qj , of which CDF and PDF are obtained by
Thus, the received SNR at the target secondary receiver from the i-th secondary transmitter is given by Let Y = β i and Z =α i in Eq. (15) . Then, the PDF of the received SNR from the i-th secondary transmitter is derived as
For the identical Q j = Q, ∀j, Eq. (16) is reduced to
where the second equality comes from a binomial expansion of (1 − e −Qz ) Np−1 [21] . In addition, the CDF of γ i is given by
Substituting Eqs. (17) and (18) into Eq. (6) and using Eq. (7) yield the achievable capacity.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS Fig. 2 shows the achievable capacity versus the peak power of a secondary transmitter, P , for two different values of interference temperature, Q and the number of primary receivers, N p when N s = 40. It is shown that the capacity of a multiuser spectrum sharing system grows as the transmit power of a secondary user increases, but it is saturated at a certain level unlike non-spectrum sharing systems with opportunistic user selection. Lower interference temperature results in lower achievable capacity as expected. The result also shows that capacity decreases with the number of primary receivers, N p since more constraints reduce the available degree of freedom at the secondary transmitters. Fig. 3 shows the achievable capacity versus N s for two different values of P when Q = 0dB and N p = 1. It is verified that the asymptotic approximation exactly characterizes the scaling law of the multiuser diversity gain in a multi-user spectrum sharing environment even though the asymptotic capacity approximations do not coincide with the exact capacity curve. It is also verified that a scaling law of capacity is log 2 (W(N s )) when P is sufficiently larger than Q. The scaling of log 2 (W(N s )) is similar to log 2 (ln(N s )), as shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 3 also shows that the capacity grows very fast like log 2 (N s ) as P becomes much larger such that P QN s . Fig. 5 shows the achievable capacity versus Q for two different values of P when N s = 40 and N p = 1. The capacity increases as Q grows because the transmit power of the selected secondary transmitter increases with Q as in Eq. (2). It should be noted that when P is sufficiently larger than QN s , the capacity quickly grows as log 2 (Q), as shown in this figure.
VI. CONCLUSION
We analyzed the multiuser diversity gain in a spectrum sharing environment where the transmission of secondary users is regulated by a given interference temperature at a primary user. Through asymptotic analysis in the high power region, we found that the multiuser diversity gain in terms of capacity grows like log 2 (W (N s )) when P is sufficiently larger than Q. The scaling law becomes steep like log 2 (N s ) as P becomes much larger such that P N s Q, while the capacity scales like log 2 (ln(N s )) in non-spectrum sharing systems with opportunistic user selection. Our results indicate that interference regulation for primary users changes the characteristics of multiuser diversity previously known in nonspectrum sharing environments. These effects are dominant in the very high power region because selection of a secondary user is much more influenced by the interference channels from secondary users to the primary user. APPENDIX Let X min = min 1≤i≤N X i , where X i 's are i.i.d and exponentially distributed random variables with mean λ. Then, the cdf and pdf of X min can be obtained as Therefore, it can be concluded that X min is also exponentially distributed with mean λ N .
